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CAERM: Coverage Aware Energy
Replenishment Mechanism Using Mobile

Charger in Wireless Sensor Networks
Hongli Yu, Chih-Yung Chang , Member, IEEE, Yajun Wang , Diptendu Sinha Roy , and Xing Bai

Abstract—Wireless charging is one of the most important
issues in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which aims to
cope with the energy limitation problem of the sensors.
Many of the existing researches applied the mobile charger
to recharge the sensors for maintaining the perpetual life-
time of sensor networks. However, when choosing sensors
to be recharged, the coverage contribution of sensors was
ignored. This paper proposes a recharging scheme, called
CAERM, which considers the coverage contribution of each
requested sensor and constructs the recharging path to max-
imize the coverage of the whole networks. Two algorithms,
including Simple Recharging Coverage Benefit (S-RCB) and
Chain-Effect Recharging Coverage Benefit (CE-RCB) algo-
rithms, are proposed to evaluate the coverage contribution of the requested sensors effectively. Through extensive
simulations, experimental study shows that the proposed algorithm improves the recharging efficiency, while maximizing
the coverage contribution and monitoring quality of the given sensor networks.

Index Terms— Rechargeable sensors, energy recharging, mobile charger, coverage contribution, wireless sensor
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely
applied in various applications. In the industry systems,

the wireless sensor network was deployed to monitor the
working status of the equipment [1], [2]. The wireless sensors
were also used to provide sensing services to IoT devices
with limited energy and storage resources [3]–[5]. Besides,
the WSNs provided smart agriculture with effective solutions
for collecting, transmitting, and processing of information [6].
Study [7] proposed the attack detection and isolation mech-
anism for critical smart grid applications, which significantly
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enhanced the power efficiency. However, the wireless sensors
are mainly powered by batteries with limited energy, leading
to the problem of limited network lifetime.

To cope with the problem of limited network lifetime, many
schemes have been proposed. Some studies aimed to cope
with the energy shortage issue from the perspective of data
collection [8]–[10]. While other studies focused on how to
decrease the energy consumption of sensors by shortening the
length of the data transmission path [11]. However, these meth-
ods cannot prevent the death of sensor networks. Recently,
the wireless recharging technology [12], [13] has achieved
rapid development, which provides an effective solution for
the energy supply of wireless sensor networks. These studies
can be mainly divided into two categories: static recharging
approaches and dynamic recharging approaches.

In the static recharging class [14]–[16], the proposed mech-
anisms assumed that the mobile charger was aware of the
information including energy consumption rate, last recharging
time and sensor locations. The mobile recharger was arranged
to travels along the fixed path in the monitor scenes to replen-
ish energy for the sensors. In study [17], a mobile charger
was used to travel inside the sensor network periodically, with
the objective of maximizing the ratio of the mobile charger’s
vacation time over the cycle time. The core problem to be
solved in these mechanisms is how to plan the recharging path
for the mobile charger to satisfy the recharging requirement
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of sensors, achieving high recharging efficiency of the whole
sensor networks. However, the newly recharging requests will
be sent by sensors which impact the recharging efficiency in
terms of the path length and the number of recharged sensors.
The predetermined path cannot meet the new recharging
requests, which leads to failure of sensors because they are
not recharged in time.

Since the disadvantages of the static recharging approaches
affect the monitoring performance of the given WSNs,
many dynamic recharging mechanisms were proposed
recently [14], [18], [19]. In studies [20]–[22], the dynamic
recharging mechanisms allowed that sensors with low energy
can send their recharging requests to the mobile charger at
any time. The mobile charger can timely change the recharging
schedule by considering the new requests. Study [21] proposed
an offline and online algorithms, aiming to maximize the
number of alive sensors while minimizing the total energy
consumption for mobile charger. In study [22], the on-demand
charging method based on grid partition is used to charging the
sensor networks. Since the recharging requests were sent from
different sensors at different time slots, the recharging path
was update accordingly. The dynamic recharging mechanisms
considered the different recharging requirements of each sen-
sor, and adopted effective method to improve the recharging
efficiency of the sensors. However, most of them considered
the distances between the requested sensors and the mobile
charger, aiming to maximize the number of sensors to be
recharged.

Different to the existing work, this paper proposes a mobile
recharging algorithm, called Coverage Aware Energy Replen-
ish Mechanism (CAERM), which further considers the cover-
age contribution of each sensor. The mobile charger evaluates
the coverage contribution of each requested sensor and selects
the sensors with large coverage contribution and short distance
as the candidates for energy recharge in the next recharging
round. The contributions of this paper are itemized as follows:

A. Considering the Coverage of Each Requested Sensor
Most existing studies [18], [19] considered the distances

between the sensors and the mobile charger, aiming to maxi-
mize the number of recharged sensors. This paper takes into
consideration the coverage of each requested sensor, aiming
to maximize the surveillance quality of the monitoring region.

B. Considering the Chain-Effect of the Recharged
Sensors

This paper considers not only the coverage contribution and
the distance cost of each requested sensor but also the Chain-
Effect Recharging Coverage Benefit (CE-RCB). The CE-RCB
further considers the cost that a sensor si inserted to the path
will increase the waiting time and enlarge the sleeping time
of the subsequent sensors. This cost is called Chain-Effect,
which can reduce the coverage of the later recharged sensors
and thus impact the surveillance quality of the WSNs.

C. Dynamic Recharging Schedule
Different from the existing static recharging approaches,

this paper dynamically considers the dynamic recharging

requests. The Insertion and Deletion conditions are proposed
to cooperate the policies of single or multiple updates, aim-
ing to reconstruct the schedule dynamically. Based on the
dynamic scheduling, the recharging efficiency can be increased
significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work of recharging mechanisms proposed
for WSNs. Section III presents the network environment
and problem statement of the investigated issue. Section IV
describes the proposed CAERM in detail. Section V gives the
simulation experiments and their results. Finally, a conclusion
of this paper is drawn in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, the energy problem has become a bottle-
neck, restricting the applications of wireless sensor networks.
In literature, a large number of recharging algorithms based
on mobile charger have been proposed to achieve the purpose
of sustainable lifetime for a given WSN. These studies can
be divided into two classes: static recharging and dynamic
recharging. The following reviews these studies and compares
them with this work.

A. Static Recharging
In the static recharging algorithms, the mobile charger

travels along a fixed path to perform the recharging task for the
sensors with insufficient energy. The path is constructed based
on the received charging requests from sensors. The recharging
schedule will not be changed even if the mobile charger
receives new requests from some other sensors. Therefore,
how to reduce the distance of the recharging path length is
one of the most important issues. Xu et al. [14] proposed a
partial energy charging model for sensors recharging, aiming
to maximize the sensor lifetime and minimize the travel
distance of the charger. Since the sensor is partially charged
each time, the moving path length of the mobile charger still
can be enhanced.

Study [15] proposed a recharging algorithm via partial
energy charging, named Heuristic. The proposed algorithm
divided the recharging time of a sensor into several time slots.
In each recharging tour, the mobile charger performed the
recharging task for a sensor several times. A small amount
of energy was recharged in each recharging time slot, aiming
to shorten the dead durations of sensors. However, the partial
energy charging mechanism leads to long recharging path.

In [16], an energy-renewal approach was proposed to ensure
the sensor networks working indefinitely. When the residual
energy of a sensor was lower than a certain level, a mobile
charger is used to recharge it. To optimize the recharging
efficiency, the shortest Hamiltonian cycle was constructed
to be the optimal traveling path in each renewable cycle.
Subsequently, a near-optimal solution was developed to further
optimize the recharging path. However, this approach mainly
focused on how to construct the recharging path for maxi-
mizing the time effectively, the coverage contribution of each
sensor was ignored.

To improve the recharging efficiency for the mobile charger,
Shu et al. [17] studied the velocity control problem of the
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mobile charger moving along the charging path. The mobile
charger traveled along a pre-planned trajectory. The optimal
moving speed of the mobile charger in each sub-path was
determined by the given limit recharging waiting time of the
next recharged sensor. To achieve the object of maximizing the
minimum recharged energy among all nodes in the networks,
the sensors with the least “capability of being charged” will
not be recharged. Although the recharged capability of the
sensor was considered as the criterion to determine the sensor
can be recharged in the next cycle, the coverage efficiency and
monitoring quality of the network were not considered.

B. Dynamic Recharging
The static recharging scheme was not efficient since the

sensors sending new requests might be located near the mobile
charger. If the mobile charger can take the new requests into
consideration and change its recharging schedule, the path
length can be reduced. The dynamic recharging mechanisms
further considered the new charging requests from sensors and
changed the constructed path accordingly.

He et al. [18] proposed a typical dynamic recharging
mechanism, called Nearest-Job-Next with Preemption (NJNP).
It took both the spatial and temporal properties of the requested
sensors into consideration to determine the order of recharging
sensors. When the mobile charger completed the recharging
task for a sensor, the next to-be-charged sensor selection
algorithm was performed again to reselect the next recharging
sensor. The requested sensor which was nearest the mobile
charger is selected as the recharging target instead of the
current recharging target sensor. Since the next recharged
sensor was selected according to the distance priority criterion,
the sensors far away from the mobile charger might face
the starvation problem which leads to death of these sensors,
thereby degrading the network lifetime.

Kaswan et al. [19] proposed an efficient scheduling scheme
for the mobile charger based on gravitational search algorithm
(GSA). A Linear Programming (LP) model was first presented
for finding an efficient charging schedule for the mobile
charger. Then the GSA-based algorithm was performed to
determine a recharging scheme for the mobile charger. The
primary goal of GSA was expressed by a fitness function
which was defined as charging latency. Since the fitness
function considered both the temporal and spatial priorities of
the requested sensors, the coverage range of requested sensors
was not taken into consideration, which made it difficult to
maximize the network coverage.

Study [14] proposed a recharging scheme, which aimed
to maximize sensor lifetime with the minimal service cost
of the mobile charger. It assumed that the sensor can be
partially recharged. Firstly, the authors proposed a partial
energy charging model for requested sensors to maximize
the sum of all the sensor lifetimes. Then it formulated the
optimization problems of dispatching a mobile charger to
recharge the sensors according to the energy expiration time.
However, similar to study [15], the partial energy charging
results in long recharging path. In addition, it did not take
into consideration the coverage contributions of sensors.

Study [20] proposed a Real-Time On-Demand Charging
Scheduling Scheme (RCSS). A prediction model was con-
structed according to the energy consumption rate which
aimed to evaluate the recharging requirement of each sensor.
Based on the prediction model, the next recharging sensor
selection algorithm was proposed by both considering the
dynamic energy consumption of sensors and the distance
between the mobile charger and requested sensor. However,
different sensors have different coverage contributions. The
coverage contributions of sensors were not considered.

Kumar et al. [21] proposed an on-demand vehicle-assisted
framework for charging, which presented the offline and online
algorithms. The offline algorithm divided the monitoring
region into several sub-regions. Each sub-region was assigned
a WCV to perform the recharging task. In the online algorithm,
the requested sensors that the WCV was unable to reach will
be removed from the recharging queue. Although the proposed
mechanism dynamically adjusted the recharging path, it did
not take into consideration the contribution of each sensor.
As a result, the surveillance quality still can be improved.

Study [22] proposed an on-demand charging scheme based
on grid partition. The monitoring region was divided into
several grids. Each grid was assigned with a priority according
to the monitoring demand. The mobile charger established the
recharging schedule based on the priority of the grid, and
firstly recharged the grid with higher priority. However, this
scheme causes the situation that the low-priority grids which
were closer to the high-priority grids will be placed at the
end of the recharging path, resulting in the increase of the
constructed path length.

Although the studies in the second category constructed
the recharging path in a dynamic manner, none of them
considered the coverage contribution of the sensors. Hence,
the monitoring quality of the network was unpredictable.
Different from the previous studies, this paper proposes
a Coverage Aware Energy Replenish Mechanism, named
CAERM. The proposed CAERM considers not only the Sim-
ple Recharging Coverage Benefit (S-RCB) but also the Chain-
Effect Recharging Coverage Benefit (CE-RCB). In addition,
the proposed CAERM dynamically considers the dynamic
recharging requests. The Insertion and Deletion conditions are
proposed to cooperate the policies of single or multiple updates
for reconstructing the schedule dynamically. Based on the
dynamic scheduling, the recharging efficiency can be increased
significantly.

Table I summarizes the comparisons between the proposed
mechanism and the related studies in terms of Coverage Con-
tribution, Adjusting Path, Chain-Effect as well as Coverage
Efficiency. In comparison, the proposed CAERM takes into
consideration the coverage contribution. In addition, the pro-
posed CAERM adjusts the path according to the chain effect
and coverage efficiency.

III. NETWORK ENVIRONMENT AND

PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section firstly presents the network environment
and assumptions of the investigated recharging issue. Then,
the problem formulation of this work is described.
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF PROPOSED CAERM AND EXISTING MECHANISMS

A. Network Environment
This paper considers a monitoring region A. Assume that

there are n sensors, S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, randomly deployed in
region A. A base station is deployed in the central location of
A, aiming to collect the recharging requests from sensors and
forward them to the mobile charger. Each sensor is stationary
and powered by a rechargeable battery. Let echarge

th and esleep
th

denote the predefined recharging request and sleep thresholds,
respectively. Initially, each sensor stays in an active state and
performs the sensing task for providing surveillance quality.
In the active state, the energy of each sensor is decreased
with time. When the remaining energy is smaller than the
recharging request threshold echarge

th , the sensor will send a
recharging request to the base station. However, when the
remaining energy of sensor is smaller than the sleep threshold
esleep

th , the sensor will switch to the sleep state which can
only sleep and wait for the mobile charger to recharge its
battery. Since a sensor staying in sleep state cannot contribute
its coverage, the surveillance quality of region A is decreased
with the number of sensors staying in sleep state.

Herein, it is noticed that different sensors might send
the recharging requests at different time slots. This occurs
because that the sensors with different locations have different
forwarding loads, which result in different power consumption
rates. This also indicates that mobile charger can continuously
receive the recharging requests during the execution of the
recharging task. The recharging algorithm will be performed
round by round. In each round, the mobile charger will
perform the following four tasks: (1) checking the current
requests maintained in its queue; (2) renewing its recharging
schedule by taking into consideration the buffered requests;
(3) constructing a new recharging path; (4) moving to the first
sensor in its recharging path and recharging the battery of that
sensor. Fig. 1 depicts the four tasks performed in each round.

B. Challenges of Recharging Schedule
A mobile charger, denoted by M, which has received the

recharging requests of sensors from the base station, aims
to schedule the recharging path and perform the recharging
task aiming to maximize the surveillance quality of region A.
There are two challenges to achieve the goal for the mobile
charger M. The first challenge is that the recharging schedule
should consider the time cost of movement and the benefit
of coverage contribution for the sensors which have already
sent the recharging requests. The other challenge is that the

Fig. 1. An example of four tasks performed in each round.

recharging schedule should be determined dynamically. That
is, the new recharging requests will arrive during the mobile
charger performing the recharging task. Recharging the sensors
in a requested order might not be the best schedule because
that one sensor which sent the request earlier might have a
longer distance to the charger.

C. Problem Formulation
Coverage is one of the most important indicators to measure

the performance of wireless sensor networks. Once sensor si

switches from working to sleep states, the coverage of the
network will be reduced. This paper proposes a coverage aware
recharging algorithm which aims to maximize the network
coverage for a given time period T . To achieve this, the
coverage contribution of each sensor, which can impact the
network coverage, should be taken as an important parameter
when developing the recharging algorithm. Consider any sen-
sor si . To measure the independent coverage contribution of
si , the overlapped coverage ranges of si and its neighboring
sensors should be removed. Let Ni represent the neighbor
nodes of si . Let notations ai and aNi denote the coverage
areas of si and its neighbor nodes, respectively. The coverage
area of aNi can be represented by Exp. (1).

aNi =
⋃

s j ∈Ni

a j (1)

Let ct
Ni

denote the coverage contribution of Ni at time t .
The value of ct

Ni
can be calculated by Exp. (2).

ct
Ni

=
⋃

s j ∈Ni

(a j ∗ λwork,t
j ) (2)

Then, the independent coverage contribution of si at time
slot t is expressed as:

ct
i = (ai − ct

Ni
) ∗ λwork,t

i (3)

The whole coverage contribution, denoted by Ct , of the
sensor network can be measured by applying Exp. (4).

Ct =
n∑

i=1

ct
i (4)

Let T = {t1, . . . tx} denote the observed time period, which
can be partitioned into x time slots. The whole coverage
contribution can be represented as:

CT =
tx∑

t=t1

Ct =
tx∑

t=t1

n∑
i=1

ct
i (5)

The proposed recharging algorithm aims to maximize the
coverage contribution of the given network. Exp. (6) depicts
this objective.
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1) Objective:

Max(CT ) (6)

Consider the current round. Let t denote the starting time
of the current round. Let Q =

{
sQ

1 , sQ
2 , . . . sQ

y

}
denote the set

of uncompleted requests buffered in request queue. Let erem,t
i

denote the remaining energy at time slot t . Let λwork,t
i be a

Boolean variable, representing whether or not si is in working
state at time t . That is

λwork,t
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 erem,t
i > esleep

th (working)

.

0 erem,t
i < esleep

th (sleeping)

(7)

Let λ
request,t
i denote a Boolean variable, which indicates

whether or not si has sent a recharging request to M at time
slot t . That is

λ
request,t
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 erem,t
i < echarge

th (request charging)

.

0 erem,t
i > echarge

th (su f f icientpower)

(8)

To better manage the work of each sensor, the following
defines three possible states of each sensor and illustrates its
major work in each state.

2) Definition: The working states of each sensor.
There are three possible working states, including strong

working, weak working and sleep states. The sensor is said to
stay in strong working state if the remaining energy is higher
than the threshold echarge

th . On the other hand, a sensor is said
to stay in weak working state if its remaining energy is between
the recharging request threshold echarge

th and the sleep threshold
esleep

th . Finally, a sensor is said to stay in sleep state if its
remaining energy is smaller than sleep threshold esleep

th .
Let si .state denote the current state of each sensor, which

can only be one of strong working, weak working and sleep.
That is,

si .state=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

strong working (λwork,t
i = 1, λ

request,t
i = 0)

weak working (λwork,t
i = 1, λ

request,t
i = 1)

sleep (λwork,t
i = 0, λ

request,t
i = 1)

(9)

Staying in the strong working state, each sensor will execute
the sensing and data forwarding tasks. However, the two tasks
will consume the sensor energy. When the remaining energy
of sensor is smaller than the threshold echarge

th , it switches to
the weak working state. In this state, it sends the recharging
request to the base station. Then the sensor also performs
the sensing and data forwarding tasks. The base station will
forward this request to the mobile charger. In case that the
remaining energy of the sensor is smaller than the threshold
esleep

th , it switches to sleep state. The sensor will not perform
the sensing and data forwarding tasks if it stays in sleep state.
This will result in coverage loss.

To illustrate the working states of sensor si clearly, the fol-
lowing further defines three Boolean variables ρSW

i , ρW W
i and

ρ
Sleep
i , which present the strong working state, weak working

state and sleep state, respectively. That is:

ρSW
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 i f si .state = Strong Workinge

.

0 otherwi se

(10)

ρW W
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 i f si .state = Weak Workinge

.

0 otherwi se

(11)

ρ
Sleep
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 i f si .state = Sleep

.

0 otherwi se

(12)

For example, when the sensor si stays in strong work-
ing state at time slot t , the values of state parameters are
ρSW

i = 1, ρW W
i = 0 and ρ

Sleep
i = 0.

Some constraints given blow must be satisfied to achieve the
goal of this work. The first constraint is the state constraint
which restricts any sensor si to stay in one of three states at
any time slot. Exp. (13) depicts the state constraint.

3) State Constraint:

ρSW
i + ρW W

i + ρ
Sleep
i = 1, for ∀si ∈ S (13)

Another constraint is the recharging request constraint,
which indicates that each sensor should send the recharging
request to the mobile charger before it entering the sleep state.
The following constraint expresses this requirement.

4) Recharging Request Constraint:

λ
request,t
i ≥ λwork,t

i for ∀si ∈ S (14)

In addition to the Recharging Request Constraint, another
constraint is Recharging Efficiency. Let d(si , s j ) represent the
distance between sensors si and s j . Assume that the mobile
charger visits each sensor along the scheduled path with a
constant speed v. Then, the shortest moving time of M from
one sensor si to the next one s j can be represented as

min
si ,s j∈S

d(si , s j )

v

Let E denote the full battery energy of each sensor. Let
notations αch and αdisch denote the recharging rate and
discharging rate per unit time, respectively. The following
Recharging Efficiency Constraint guarantees that the working
time of each sensor must be far greater than the sum of the
recharging time and the shortest moving time of M .

5) Recharging Efficiency Constraint:

min
si ,s j ∈S

d(si , s j )

v
+ E

αch � E

αdisch (15)

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The movement of mobile charger from the current location
to one sensor and recharging the sensor can obtain the benefit
of the coverage from the recharged sensor. However, all the
other sensors which have sent the recharging requests should
wait for longer time because that none of them will be the
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next recharged sensor. As a result, some of these sensors might
switch from weak working state to the sleep state, resulting in
the disadvantage of coverage loss.

This section presents the recharging algorithms, which aims
to construct the recharging path and recharge the sensors which
have already sent the recharging requests while satisfying
the demand of maximizing the coverage contribution of all
sensors. The proposed algorithm, called CAERM, dynami-
cally adjusts the recharging path according to the recharging
requests of sensors, aiming to minimize the coverage loss for
a given WSN. The proposed algorithm will be explained in
detail below.

The CAERM mainly consists of three phases: the coverage
contribution evaluation phase, path construction phase and
recharging phase. In the coverage contribution evaluation
phase, the mobile charger checks the recharging requests
queue Q and evaluates the coverage contribution of each
sensor in Q. In the path construction phase, the mobile
charger reviews the schedule determined in the last round
by additionally considering the requests in queue, reconstructs
the set of candidate sensors and establishes a new recharging
path for the candidate sensors. Finally, in the recharging
phase, the mobile charger moves along the recharging path
and charges the next sensor in the path. Since new recharging
requests of sensors can be timely sent to the mobile charger,
the above mentioned three phases will be executed round by
round. The following presents the details of each phase.

A. Coverage Contribution Evaluation Phase
Let P=(s P

f inished , s P
1 , s P

2 , . . . , s P|P|) represent the recharging
path that has already planned in the last round and the
mobile charger has finished the recharging tasks of first sensor
s P

f inished . In case that in the time period of network initializa-
tion, the mobile charger can include all the sensors which have
sent the requests in queue as the set of recharging candidates
and construct an initial path using Hamiltonian path. As a
result, the P can be constructed accordingly. Herein, it is
noticed that sensors generally have different data forwarding
loads and thus their energy consumption rates are different.
This can lead to the situation that the recharging requests will
be sent from different sensors at different time slots, resulting
in a situation that the mobile charger continuously receives
recharging requests from different sensors during the execution
of the recharging task. Let Ri = (si , (xi , yi ), ti ) denote
the recharging request sent by sensor si at time ti , where
li = (xi , yi ) denotes the location of sensor si . At the time point
t, the requested queue maintained by the mobile charger will
collect the request Ri from some sensor si . Therefore, in each
round, the mobile charger should firstly check the current
requests in the recharging queue Q after the mobile charger has
finished the recharging task for one sensor in the last round.
Fig. 2 shows the scenario that the mobile charger checks the
recharging requests in current queue Q in the beginning of this
round.

To evaluate the coverage contribution of the requested sen-
sors effectively, this phase proposes two algorithms, including
Simple Recharging Coverage Benefit (S-RCB) and Chain-
Effect Recharging Coverage Benefit (CE-RCB) algorithms.

Fig. 2. The scenario that the mobile charger has finished the last round
and checks the recharging requests in current queue Q in this round.

The S-RCB algorithm aims to calculate the coverage benefit
of each requested sensor in queue Q, which is represented by
the coverage contribution per movement cost. The CE-RCB
algorithm further considers chain effect which indicates that
the recharging of the current sensor can cause the coverage loss
of the subsequent recharging sensors. The following presents
the details of the proposed two algorithms.

1) Simple Recharging Coverage Benefit (S-RCB) Algorithm:
This subsection illustrates the S-RCB algorithm which aims
to calculate the recharging benefit of each sensor, and
select the sensor with the largest coverage benefit as the
next recharging target. Let time t be the current time. Let
Q =

{
sQ

1 , sQ
2 , . . . sQ

y

}
denote the set of sensors which have

already sent the recharging requests. Consider any candidate
sensor, say sQ

i , in Q to be selected as the next recharging
sensor. Let P̂ denote the new recharging path obtained by
adding sensor sQ

i to the recharging schedule. Assuming that
sensor sQ

i is arranged at the k-th position in the new recharging
path. Then the new recharging path P̂ can be represented

as P̂ = (s P̂
1 , . . . , s P̂

k−1, sQ
i = s

P̂

k , . . . , s P̂
| P̂ |). Let li = (xi , yi )

and l j = (x j , y j ) denote the locations of sensors si and s j .
Let d(si , s j ) denote the distance between sensors si and s j .
We have

d(si , s j ) = ((xi − x j )
2 +

(
yi − y j )

2
)1/2

Then the coverage benefit of sQ
i , denoted by Bi , can be

calculated by the ratio of increased coverage contribution to
the increased recharging path length. Let olength

i denote the
overhead of increased path length caused by adding sensor
sQ

i to the recharging path P . The independent coverage
contribution ct

i of sQ
i at time slot t can be calculated by Exp.

(3). The value of Bi can be represented as Exp. (16).

Bi = ct
i

olength
i

(16)

The S-RCB algorithm will simply determine the sensor
insertion from queue Q and sensor deletion from path P .
To achieve this, two strategies can implement the S-RCB:
single update (SU) and multiple-update (MU) strategies. When
considering inserting sensors in Q to path P , the single-update
strategy inserts at most one sensor from requested queue Q.
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Similarly, when considering deleting sensors in path P to Q,
the single-update strategy also deletes one sensor at most
from path P. On the contrary, the multiple-update strategy
might insert more than one sensors si ∈ Q to the path P .
The multiple-update strategy also might delete more than one
sensors si ∈ P from path P to the queue Q.

The following presents the single-update strategy. By apply-
ing the single update policy, the S-RCB algorithm will calcu-
late the coverage benefit Bi for each sensor si ∈ Q and s j ∈ P ,
call B Q

i and B P
j , respectively. Let sQ

best and s P
worst denote the

sensor with the largest coverage benefit B Q
i and the sensor

with the smallest coverage benefit B P
j , respectively. That is,

we have

sQ
best = arg max

s Q
i ∈Q

B Q
i

s P
worst = arg min

s P
j ∈P

B P
j

Let B Q
avg denote the average coverage benefit of Q. It can

be calculated by applying Exp. (17).

B Q
avg = (

∑|Q|
i=1

B Q
i )/|Q| (17)

Similarly, let B P
avg denote the average coverage benefit of

P. It can be simply calculated by applying Exp. (18).

B P
avg = (

∑|P|
j=1

B P
j )/|P| (18)

Then B Q
avg can be used as the threshold to deter-

mine whether or not sensor sQ
i should be newly included

to the recharging path P . Similarly, and B P
avg can

be used as the threshold to determine whether or
not sensor s P

j should be removed from path P . Let

B Q
best and B P

worst denote the coverage benefit of sensor
sQ

best and s P
worst , respectively. The following presents the

insertion condition of each sensor sQ
i ∈ Q and the deletion

condition of sensors s P
j ∈ P .

a) Insertion condition of SU strategy:

B Q
best > B P

avg

b) Deletion condition of SU strategy:

B P
worst < B Q

avg

The Insertion condition of SU strategy mainly implies that
sensor sQ

i in Q can be newly included in path P if it obtains
the maximal benefit in Q and the benefit is larger than the
average benefit of the nodes which have already in path P .
On the other hand, the Deletion condition emphases that a
node can be removed from path P if it obtains the smallest
benefit in P and its benefit is smaller than the average benefit
of nodes in Q.

In addition to the single-update strategy, the following
further presents the multiple-update (MU) strategy which adds
more than one sensors si ∈ Q to path P , and removes more
than one sensors si ∈ P from path P to Q. The insertion
condition and the deletion condition of MU strategy are given
below.

Fig. 3. Coverage contribution evaluation by considering the recharging
benefit.

c) Insertion condition of MU strategy:

B Q
i > B P

avg for si ∈ Q (19)

d) Deletion condition of MU strategy:

B P
j < B Q

avg for s j ∈ P (20)

The Insertion condition of MU strategy mainly implies that
sensor sQ

i in Q can be newly included in path P if its benefit
is larger than the average benefit of the nodes which have
already in path P . On the other hand, the Deletion condition
emphases that nodes can be removed from path P to Q if their
benefits are smaller than the average benefit of nodes in Q.

The following gives an example to illustrate how to apply
the insertion and deletion conditions. As shown in Fig. 3,
several sensors are deployed in the monitoring region. It is
assumed that sensor s f inished , s1, s2, s3, s4 and s5 have been
already scheduled in the recharging path P in the last round.
That is, we have

P = (s P
f inished , s P

1 , s P
2 , s P

3 , s P
4 , s P

5 ).

At the current time t , the mobile charger has finished the
recharging task of sensor s f inished , and has already received
the recharging requests sent from sensors s6, s8 and s10 in the
last round. Therefore, we have

Q = {sQ
1 = s8, sQ

2 = s10, sQ
3 = s6}.

These sensors in the recharging queue Q are in an order
sorted by the receiving time of the recharging request.
To determine the best sensor that can be recharged in the
next round, the mobile charger evaluates the coverage benefit
of each sensor, and then adds the sensor which satisfies the
insertion condition to the recharging schedule. The coverage
benefits of sensors in Q are calculated as follows.

Applying Exp. (3), the independent coverage contribution
of sensor s8 at time slot t can be expressed as

ct
8 = (a8 − ct

N8
) ∗ λwork,t

8

where a8 and λwork,t
8 represent the coverage range of sensor

s8 and the working state of s8 at time t , respectively. Herein,
it is noticed that the value ct

N8
represents the overlap coverage

contribution of sensor s8 and its neighboring sensors.
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Fig. 4. Coverage benefit of sensor sQ
8 .

Recall that olength
8 denotes the overhead of increased path

length caused by adding sensor sQ
8 to the recharging path P .

As shown in Fig. 4, the value of olength
8 can be calculated as

shown in Exp. (21).

olength
8 = d(s1, s8) + d(s8, s2) − d(s1, s2) (21)

Therefore, the coverage benefit of sensor sQ
8 can be repre-

sented by

B Q
8 = ct

8

olength
8

Similarly, the coverage benefits of sensors in queue Q and
in path P can be obtained. Finally, the best node sQ

best in Q
and the worst node s P

worst in P can be obtained.

sQ
best = arg max

s Q
i ∈Q

B Q
i = sQ

8

s P
worst = arg min

s P
j ∈P

B P
i = s P

1

The average coverage benefits B P
avg and B Q

avg can be calcu-
lated accordingly.

B P
avg = (

∑5

j=1
B P

j )/5

B Q
avg = (

∑3

i=1
B Q

i )/3

Then, one of the proposed two strategies can be applied
to determine the sensors which will be recharged in the next
round.
(i) Applying the Single Update (SU) Strategy:

For the sensors in Q, the maximal coverage benefit of sensor
sQ

best = sQ
8 is compared with the average coverage benefit B P

avg

of sensors in P . Sensor sQ
8 will be added in the recharging

path if its benefit satisfies the insertion condition B Q
8 > B P

avg.
On the other hand, the smallest coverage benefit of sensor
s P
worst = s P

1 is compared with the average benefit of Q. Sensor
s P

1 will be removed from path P to Q if it satisfies the deletion
condition B P

1 < B Q
avg.

By applying SU strategy, the newly recharging sensors in
the next round are obtained. Let Ŝ denote the set of recharging
sensors in the next round. We have

Ŝ = {s P
2 , s P

3 , s P
4 , s P

5 , sQ
8 }

Another policy is to apply the multiple-update strategy
which might insert more than one sensor si ∈ Q to the path
P . It can also remove more than one sensor s j ∈ P from path
P to Q at a time.

(ii) Applying the Multiple-Update (MU) Strategy:
The main different between SU and MU strategy is the

insertion and deletion criteria. The MU strategy should further
relax the condition and aim to add more sensors in Q to
the path P . Assume that sensors sQ

8 and sQ
6 both satisfy the

insertion condition given in Exp. (19), and will be added to
the recharging path P . Assume that the coverage benefits
of sensors s P

1 and s P
5 are smaller than B Q

avg. As a result,
the sensors s P

1 and s P
5 will be removed from path P to Q

in the next round. Let ŜQ
i and Ŝ P

j denote the sensors can
be included and removed to the recharging path in the next
recharging path, respectively. That is

Insertion sensors: ŜQ
i = {sQ

8 , sQ
6 }

Deletion sensors: Ŝ P
j = {s P

1 , s P
5 }.

Based on the multiple-update strategy, the recharging sen-
sors in the next round have been determined as shown in set Ŝ.

Ŝ = {s P
2 , s P

3 , s P
4 , sQ

8 , sQ
6 }.

2) Chain-Effect Recharging Coverage Benefit (CE-RCB)
Algorithm: The Chain-Effect Recharging Coverage
Benefit(CE-RCB) Algorithm further considers the cost
that a sensor si inserted to the path will increase the waiting
time and enlarge the sleeping time of the subsequent sensors,
called Chain-Effect, which can reduce the coverage of the later
recharged sensors and thus impact the surveillance quality of
the WSNs. The following uses the example given in Fig. 2 to
illustrate the impact of chain-effect on surveillance quality.
Assume that the scheduled recharging path is

P = (s P
f inished , s P

1 , s P
2 , s P

3 , s P
4 , s P

5 ).

The recharging of sensors s P
1 and s P

2 will increase the
waiting time for recharging of sensors s P

3 , s P
4 and s P

5 . The
increased waiting time includes the recharging times for sen-
sors s P

1 and s P
2 and the time required for mobile charger to

move from s P
1 to s P

2 and from s P
2 to s P

3 . During the waiting
period, sensors s P

3 , s P
4 and s P

5 might lose their coverage and
switch to the sleep state. As a result, the surveillance quality
will be reduced. Therefore, CE-RCB algorithm determines the
sensors to be recharged in the next round by considering the
impact of the coverage loss.

Given a scheduled path and a number of recharging requests
in queue Q, the CE-RCB algorithm aims to examine all sensors
in Q and path P and select some of them as the targets
of recharging sensors. To achieve this, the coverage benefit
of each sensor in Q and P should be evaluated. Herein,
we emphasize that a sensor, say si , to be recharged will
introduce the additional waiting time of subsequent recharging
sensors. Let �(si ) denote the set of subsequent recharging
sensors of sensor si in the newly constructed path. When
the mobile charger moves from the current location to sensor
si and recharging si , each sensor ∈ s j �(si ) will enlarge its
waiting time for recharging and hence might be coverage
loss. Therefore, the CE-RCB algorithm calculates coverage
benefit for each sensor ∈ si P ∪ Q and the coverage loss of
each sensor ∈ s j�(si ). Then the total coverage benefit which
considers both the increased coverage benefit of sensor si and
the reduced coverage benefits of ∈ s j �(si ) can be obtained.
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The proposed CE-RCB algorithm selects the sensors which
have higher total coverage benefits to be included in the new
path. The following presents the calculation of total coverage
benefit of each sensor ∈ si P ∪ Q. Before that, the waiting time
and recharging time of each sensor, which highly depend on
recharging and discharging rates, must be calculated firstly.

Assume that mobile charger moves along the recharging
path with a constant speed v. Let αch and αdisch denote the
recharging and discharging rates, respectively. Let twait

i denote
the waiting time for recharging sensor ∈ s P

i P . The time twait
i

mainly consists of two parts. The first one is the sum of
recharging times of those sensors which are scheduled to be
recharged before s P

i . The second one is the moving time of
mobile charger before it arrives to the sensor s P

i . The waiting
time of sensor s P

i can be expressed as shown in Exp. (22).
Recall that P = (s P

f inished , s P
1 , s P

2 , . . . , s P|P|) represents the
recharging path that has been planned in the last round.

twait
i =

∑n−1

j=1
tch

j +(
∑n−1

j=0
d

(
s P

j , s P
j+1

)
)/v (22)

Let erem,t
i denote the remaining energy of sensor s P

i at time
t . Let tch

i denote the recharging time of sensor s P
i . We have

tch
i = (E − erem,t

i + t
wait
i ∗ αdisch)/αch (23)

To obtain the total coverage benefit of each sensor, the sleep-
ing time of each sensor ∈ s P

i P is calculated. Assume that
there are totally m + 1 sensors in the path P . The waiting
time twait

m and recharging time tch
m of the last sensor s P

m can
be obtained by applying Exps. (22) and (23). Let T denote
the total recharging time required for mobile charger to finish
a round of recharging task. We have

T = twait
m + tch

m .

Let t Max_working
i denote the max continuance working time

of sensor s P
i before it switches to the sleep state. The

t Max_working
i can be expressed by the remaining energy erem,t

i
and sleeping threshold esleep

th of s P
i . That is

t Max_working
i = (erem,t

i − esleep
th )/αdisch (24)

Let T sleep
i denote the sleeping time of sensor s P

i . We have

T sleep
i = [tsleep

1 , tsleep
2 , . . . , tsleep

|T sleep
i |].

In the time period T , the sleeping time of sensor s P
i can be

obtained.

T sleep
i = twait

i − t Max_working
i

Based on the sleeping time of sensor s P
i , we further define

the working state of sensor s P
i at time t . That is

λwork,t
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 t ∈ T sleep
i (sleeping)

.

1 otherwi se

(25)

To evaluate the coverage benefit of all sensors ∈ si P ∪ Q,
the CE-RCB strategy further analyzes the coverage benefit of

these sensors. Let CT
P denote the obtained coverage benefit of

all sensors in path P in the period T . We have

CT
P =

∑|P|
i=1

∑tx

t=t1
ct

i × λwork,t
i (26)

Let CT
P̂

denote the obtained coverage benefit of the new

path P̂ which is formed by path P added one more sensor
∈ sQ

i Q in the period T . We have

CT
P̂

=
∑| P̂|

i=1

∑tx

t=t1
ct

i × λwork,t
i (27)

Let CT
i denote the coverage benefit of sensor sQ

i . It can be
derived by applying Exps. (26) and (27).

CT
i = CT

P̂
− CT

P (28)

Similarly, the coverage benefit of each sensor ∈ si P ∪ Q
can be obtained.

Let sQ
best denote the sensor with the largest coverage benefit

CT
i , for all si ∈ Q and let s P

worst denote the sensor with the
smallest coverage benefit CT

j , for all s j ∈ P . That is, we have

sQ
best = arg max

si∈Q
CT

i

s P
worst = arg min

s j ∈P
CT

j

Let CT
avg,Q and CT

avg,P represent the average recharging ben-
efits of Q and P , respectively. We have

CT
avg,Q = (

∑|Q|
i=1

CT
i )/|Q| for sQ

i ∈ Q.

CT
avg,P = (

∑|P|
j=1

CT
j )/|P| for s P

j ∈ P.

Then CT
avg,Q and CT

avg,P can be used as the thresholds

to determine whether or not sensor sQ
i should be newly

included to the new recharging path, and whether or not sensor
s P

j should be removed from path P . Similar to the S-RCB
algorithm, the CE-RCB algorithm also has two strategies to
determine whether or not the sensors si ∈ Q should be newly
included in the new path and whether or not the sensor s j ∈ P
should be removed from path P . The following presents the
single update (SU) and multiple-update (MU) strategies.

Let C Q
best and C P

worst denote the coverage benefits of sensors
sQ

best and s P
worst , respectively. The Insertion condition and

deletion condition of SU strategy are presented below.
a) Insertion condition of SU strategy: The sensor sQ

best ∈ Q
should be included in the new path if it satisfies C Q

best > C P
avg.

b) Deletion condition of SU strategy: The sensor s P
worst ∈ P

should be removed from path P if it satisfies C P
worst < C Q

avg.
Similarly, the insertion condition and the deletion condition

of MU strategy are presented.
c) Insertion condition of MU strategy: The sensor sQ

best ∈ Q
should be included in the new path if it satisfies C Q

i > C P
avg,

for all si ∈ Q.
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Fig. 5. Procedure of the SU and MU strategies.

d) Deletion condition of MU strategy: The sensor s P
j ∈ P

should be removed from path P if it satisfies C P
j <C Q

avg for all
s j ∈ P .

The Coverage Contribution Evaluation Phase will deter-
mine the set of sensors which will be recharged in the next
round according to their coverage benefits. Fig. 5 summarizes
the proposed SU and MU strategies in the Insertion condition
and the Deletion condition for the S-RCB algorithm.

Figs. 6 and 7 present the proposed S-RCB and CE-RCB
algorithms in the Coverage Contribution Evaluation Phase,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, step 1 calculates the recharg-
ing benefit of each sensor in P and Q. Steps 2-7 evaluate
the best sensor in Q, the worst sensor in P , and the average
recharging benefits of all sensors in path P and queue Q.
Steps 8-10 determine the recharged sensors in the next round
by applying the SU and MU strategies. In Fig. 7, steps 2-7 per-
form two tasks, select the best and worst sensor from Q and P ,
and calculate the average recharging benefit of all sensors in
the CE-RCB algorithm. Finally, steps 8-10 detect the sensors
recharged in the next recharging round.

B. Path Construction Phase
This phase aims to reconstruct the recharging path according

to the set of sensors which satisfy the Insertion and Deletion
Conditions. Herein, we notice that the Coverage Contribution

Fig. 6. The S-RCB algorithm.

Fig. 7. The CE-RCB algorithm.

Evaluation Phase has determined the set of sensors Ŝ P
j which

should be removed from path P and the set of sensors ŜQ
i

which should be newly added to the new path. Let the old
path P be P = (s P

f inished , s P
1 , s P

2 , . . . , s P|P|). This phase is
comprised of two tasks, including the Removing Task and
Inserting Task. The following presents the details of the two
tasks.

1) Task1: Removing Task: The goal of this task is to remove
the sensors in Ŝ P

j from path P . Recall that all sensors in set Ŝ P
j

satisfy the Deletion Conditions and should be removed from
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Fig. 8. State transition diagram of each sensor.

path P . Let Psub =
(

s P
j−1, s P

j , s P
j+1

)
denote the subpath of

path P . In this task, the subpath Psub =
(

s P
j−1, s P

j , s P
j+1

)
will

be replaced with the subpath Psub =
(

s P
j−1, s P

j+1

)
for each

s P
j ∈ Ŝ P

j .
2) Task2: Inserting Task: This task aims to insert all sensors

in set ŜQ
i to path P , where ŜQ

i is the set of sensors satisfying
the Inserting Condition in the previous phase. To obtain
a short recharging path, this task first determines the best
edge (s P

j , s P
j+1) in old path P such that it can be replaced

with the subpath (s P
j , sQ

i , s P
j+1). Let d

(
sx , sy

)
denote the

distance between two sensors sx and sy . Let lincrese
j denote the

increased length after inserting sensor sQ
i in edge (s P

j , s P
j+1).

We have

lincrese
j = d

(
s P

j , sQ
i

)
+ d

(
sQ

i , s P
j+1

)
− d

(
s P

j , s P
j+1

)

Let (sbest
i, j , sbest

i, j+1) be the best edge for inserting sensor

sQ
i ∈ ŜQ

i . The best edge should satisfy the following condition.

(sbest
i, j , sbest

i, j+1) = arg min
s P

j ∈P
lincrese

j (29)

The new path P̂ can be constructed by adding each sensor
sQ

i ∈ ŜQ
i to best edge

(
sbest

i, j , sbest
i, j+1

)
.

C. Recharging Phase
In this phase, the mobile charger moves along the recharging

path P̂ with a constant speed and stop at the next sensor in P̂
to perform the recharging operation. When the mobile charger
finished the recharging task of one sensor, it further checks
its request queue Q and performs the Phase A, aiming to
determine the new set of recharging sensors and reconstruct
its path. The three phases will be repeatedly performed during
the lifetime of the WSNs.

Fig. 8 depicts the state transition diagram of each sensor si .
Initially, each sensor si has full energy and stays in a strong
working state. Since each sensor consumes energy due to
the execution of the monitoring task, it checks whether or
not its remaining energy erem,t

i is smaller than the predefined
threshold value echarg

th . If it is the case, the sensor will send
a recharging request to the base station, record the waiting
time as well as switch to the weak working state. In this state,
the sensor performs the monitoring task and checks whether
or not it satisfies the sleep state. If its remaining energy is
smaller than the predefined threshold esleep

th , sensor si switches
to the sleep state. In this state, the sensor will not perform the

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

monitoring task. Instead, it will sleep and wait for the mobile
charger to recharge the sensor’s battery. In case si is recharged,
it will switch to the strong working state.

V. SIMULATION

This section examines the performance improvement
of the proposed CAERM against the existing algorithms
MERSH [23] and JESRP [24]. The MERSH algorithm [23]
planed a charging path in each recharging round by consider-
ing the maximum tolerable charging latency and the minimum
waiting time of requested sensors. The other compared algo-
rithm, called JESRP [24], which constructed a recharging path
based on the important parameters of each sensor, including
residual energy of sensors, the future energy consumption rate
of sensors, and the charging duration and charging speed of
mobile charger. Both of two algorithms focused on wireless
recharging for sensors aiming to prolong the lifetime of the
networks. The following shows the simulation environment.

A. Simulation Environment
In the experimental study, we use MATLAB 2015 as the

simulation tool. A set of rechargeable sensors are randomly
deployed over a 500m × 500m in monitoring area A, as shown
in Fig 9. A mobile charger M patrols in the area A aiming to
recharge the sensors with insufficient energy. A base station
B is deployed at the central location of the monitoring region.
It plays the role of static sink which collects data from
all sensors in a multi-hop manner. The battery capacity of
each sensor is set at 3.6kJ while the energy consumption
rate of each sensor is set at 0.05J/s. When the remaining
energy of each sensor is lower than the recharging threshold,
a recharging request will be sent from that sensor to the base
station via multi-hop forwarding. The mobile charger moves
with a speed of 0.5m/s, and the recharging rate is 2J/s. The
detailed simulation parameters are shown in Table II.

B. Performance Analysis
Fig. 10 compares the coverage of the sensors of three

compared algorithms. The coverage is defined by the size
of area covered by active sensors divided by the size of the
whole monitoring region. As shown in Fig. 10, the coverage
of the three compared algorithms are generally decreased with
the sleep threshold of sensors. This occurs because that the
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Fig. 9. A screenshot of the considered environment.

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP
in terms of coverage by deploying different numbers of sensors and
considering different sleep thresholds.

smaller sleep threshold leads to longer working time, increas-
ing the coverage. Fig. 10 also reflects the impact of number
of sensors on the coverage. A common trend of the compared
algorithms is that the coverage is increased with the number
of sensors. This occurs because that the increasing number
of sensors will enlarge the sensor density. This indicates that
the average distance between two sensors has been reduced,
which also reduces the movement distance of the mobile
charger from one sensor to another. As a result, the mobile
charger can charge each sensor with a smaller movement cost.
In comparison, the proposed CAERM outperforms the other
two algorithms in terms of coverage. This occurs because
that the proposed CAERM constructs the recharging path by
considering coverage contribution and moving distance. As a
result, the mobile charger usually selects those sensors which
have larger coverage contribution and smaller movement cost
to be recharged in the next round.

Fig. 11 compares the performance of CAERM, MERSH and
JESRP in terms of coverage. The number of sensors varies
ranging from 200 to 400. Let ε denote the ratio of recharging
rate/discharging rate. That is,

ε = αch

αdisch

The value of ε is varied ranging from 30 to 50 percentages.
A common trend is that the coverage is increased with the
ratio ε in all cases. This occurs because that a large value
of ε can reduce the recharging time. As a result, sensors

Fig. 11. Performance comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP
in terms of coverage by deploying different numbers of sensors and
recharging rate/discharging rate.

Fig. 12. Performance comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP on
coverage with different sleep thresholds and ε values.

can be recharged as soon as possible and then working for
improving the coverage. In comparison, the proposed CAERM
outperforms the other two compared algorithms. This occurs
because that the proposed CAERM considers the coverage
contribution of each request sensor and the path length of
mobile charger when arranging the recharging schedule. How-
ever, the two compared MERSH and JESRP schemes mainly
select the fast-consuming sensors, without the consideration
of sensor coverage and the path length simultaneously.

Fig. 12 compares the coverage of the three algorithms under
different ε value and sleep thresholds. There is a common trend
that the coverages of three algorithms increase with the ratio ε,
when the sleep threshold is fixed at a certain value. This occurs
because that a large value of ratio ε indicates that the sensors
can finish recharging task earlier and hence they can work
for surveillance. Furthermore, the sleep threshold also affects
the coverage. As shown in Fig. 12, a common trend is found
that the coverages of all three algorithms are decreased with
the sleep threshold. Since the proposed CAERM considers the
coverage contribution when selecting the recharging sensors,
the proposed algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms
in all cases.

Fig. 13 aims to measure the surveillance quality of three
algorithms by varying the value of recharging/discharging
rates and coverage range. The ratio of energy recharging rate
to the energy discharging rate varies ranging from 30 to
60 percentages while the coverage range is varied ranging
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Fig. 13. Comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP in terms of
the surveillance quality by varying the coverage range and the recharg-
ing/discharging rate.

Fig. 14. Comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP in terms of
the surveillance quality by varying the coverage range and the sleep
threshold of sensors.

from 10 hours to 25 meters. In Fig. 13, a common trend of
three algorithms is that the coverage surveillance quality is
decreased with the coverage range. This occurs because that
the larger coverage range will consume more energy. This
leads to a large number of sensors staying in sleep state,
which results in coverage loss. The energy consumption of
each sensor can impact its lifetime and the surveillance quality.
A big recharging rate and small discharging rate can improve
the remaining energy of each sensor, increasing the network
coverage. In comparison, the proposed CAERM outperforms
the other two compared algorithms in all cases. This occurs
because that the proposed CE-RCB algorithm prior recharges
those sensors which contribute larger independent coverage.
In addition, the proposed CE-RCB algorithm further considers
the chain effect of each sensor. As a result, the proposed
CAERM has significant improvement, as compared with the
existing MERSH and JESRP.

Fig. 14 further compares the surveillance qualities of three
algorithms by varying the coverage range and the sleep thresh-
olds. As shown in Fig. 14, three compared algorithms have a
similar trend that their coverages are decreased with the sleep
threshold of sensors. This occurs because that the increase of
sleep threshold leads to sensor switching its state from week
working state to sleep state earlier, decreasing the network
coverage. In comparison, the CAERM outperforms MERSH
and JESRP algorithms. This occurs because that the proposed

Fig. 15. Comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP in terms of the
recharged coverage contribution (RCC).

algorithm considers the overall coverage when selecting the
recharged sensors.

Fig. 15 compares the Recharged Coverage Contribution
(RCC) of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP under different sleep
threshold of sensors and different recharging/discharging rate.
The RCC is defined by the total coverage obtained by the
recharged sensors divided by the total area of the monitoring
region. This measurement aims to evaluate the contribution of
the recharged sensors. Let ϕ

ti
i be a Boolean variable which

denotes whether or not sensor si is recharged at time ti ,
ti ∈ T , where T = {t0, . . . ti , . . . tx} is a recharging cycle
for the mobile charger. Let πi denote the time length of the
working state of sensor si , including strong working and weak
working states. Once the sensor si is recharged at time ti ,
the contribution of the recharged sensor can be represented as
the total coverage obtained in the future period πi . The RCC
can be derived by the following Exp. (30).

RCC =
∑i=n

i=0
∑tx

t=t0 (ϕt
i × ∑t+π i

x=t cx
i )

A
(30)

As shown in Fig. 15, a common trend is that the RCC
values of three compared algorithms significantly increase with
ε value. The increase of ε can reduce the recharging time,
increasing the number of sensors to be recharged. As a result,
the RCC value will be increased. The other common trend is
that the RCC value is decreased with the sleep threshold of
sensors. When the sleep threshold is increased, the number of
sensors switching to sleep state will be increased, the RCC
value is reduced. In comparison, the proposed CAERM out-
performs the existing two compared algorithms. This occurs
because the proposed recharging algorithm selects the sensors
with the maximal independent coverage contribution to be
recharged.

Fig. 16 investigates the Uncharged Coverage Loss (UCL) of
the three compared algorithms by varying the sleep threshold
of sensors and recharging/discharging rate. The uncharged
coverage loss is defined by the coverage loss which caused
by the requested sensors divided by the total area of the
monitoring region. The value of UCL can be derived by the
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Fig. 16. Comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP in terms of the
Uncharged Coverage Loss (UCL).

following Exp. (31).

UC L =
∑i=n

i=0
∑t=tx

t=t0 (c
t
i × (1 − λwork,t

i ))

A
(31)

In the experiment, the sleep threshold of the sensors is set
ranging from 20 to 100. A common trend can be clearly
observed that the UCL values of three algorithms increase
with the sleep threshold of sensors. This occurs because that
the increase of sleep threshold will cause the sensors early to
switch to the sleep state and therefore result in coverage loss.
As a result, the UCL value will be increased. Another common
trend can be observed that the UCL values are decreased with
the recharging/discharging ratio. This occurs because that the
higher recharging/discharging ratio will reduce the recharging
time and hence most recharged sensors can switch to working
state, reduce the UCL values. In comparison, the proposed
CAERM has smaller UCL than the other two algorithms. This
occurs because that the CAERM prior recharges the sensors
with large coverage contribution.

Fig. 17 compares the Cost Effectiveness Index (CEI) of
three recharging algorithms. The number of sensors varies
ranging from 200 to 400 while the sleep threshold varies
ranging from 20 to 100. The CEI is measured by the total
obtained coverage divided by the total waiting time of the
recharged sensors. Let λ

request
i be a Boolean variable which

denotes whether or not sensor si has sent a recharging request
in T . The value of CEI can be derived by the following
Exp. (32).

C E I =
∑i=n

i=0
∑tx

t=t0 (ϕt
i × ∑t+π i

x=t cx
i )

∑i=n
i=0 (λ

request
i × twait

i )
(32)

As shown in Fig. 17, a common trend is that the CEI
of three compared algorithms increase with the number of
sensors. This occurs because that the increasing number of
sensors will reduce average distance between neighboring
sensors and hence reduce the moving time of mobile charger
along the recharging path. As a result, the coverage obtained
from recharged sensors is improved. Another common trend
observed from Fig. 17 is that the CEI values of three algo-
rithms are decreased with the sleep threshold. This occurs
because that a sensor with higher sleep threshold can cause it

Fig. 17. Performance comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP
in terms of coverage of Cost Effectiveness Index by varying the sleep
thresholds and the number of sensors.

Fig. 18. Performance comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP in
terms of coverage of Cost Effectiveness Index.

switching to the sleep state earlier, which results in coverage
loss. This leads to the reduction of CEI values. In comparison,
the proposed CAERM outperforms the other two existing
algorithms in all cases. This occurs because that the coverage
contribution is considered in the recharging schedule, which
aims to maximize the coverage contribution.

Fig.18 compares the CEI values of CAERM, MERSH
and JESRP by varying the number of sensors and recharg-
ing/discharging rate. It is observed that the compared CAERM,
MERSH and JESRP algorithms have a similar trend that the
CEI values are increased with the recharging/discharging rate.
This occurs because that the increasing recharging/discharging
rate can reduce the time required for recharging. On the other
hand, each sensor can stay in longer working time if the
discharging rate is smaller. The two reasons can improve the
coverage contribution of each recharged sensor and hence
enlarge the CEI values of three algorithms. In comparison,
the proposed CAERM outperforms the other two compared
algorithms in terms of the CEI. The reasons are presented in
what follows. In JESRP, the routing path selection algorithm
was adopted to balance the energy of the network. However,
the sensor with large coverage contribution was not arranged
with a higher priority for recharging. As a result, CEI value of
JESRP is small. On the other hand, the MERSH constructed
the shortest path according to the spatial position of the sen-
sors. However, the coverage contribution of each sensor was
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Fig. 19. Performance comparison of CAERM, MERSH and JESRP in
terms of the ratio of sleep nodes and the average charging latency.

ignored. Consequently, the coverage contribution of CAERM
is larger than those of MERSH and JESRP.

Fig. 19 compares the three algorithms in terms of the
ratio of sleep nodes and the average charging latency. The
recharging request threshold of each sensor is varied ranging
from 320 to 1520J. As shown in Fig. 19, the three compared
algorithms have a similar trend that the ratio of sleep nodes
is firstly decreased and then increased with the recharging
request threshold. The increasing recharging request threshold
can help sensors obtain more recharging opportunities since
the mobile charger receives the recharging request earlier and
thus arrives at the requested sensor before it suffering energy
shortage. However, when the threshold value is larger than
720J, the mobile charger arrives at the requested sensor too
early. This cause the requested sensor still has rich energy
and hence the recharging efficiency of mobile charger is low.
Therefore, the request sensors which have small coverage
contribution lose the recharge opportunities due to the low
recharging efficiency of mobile charger. As a result, the ratio
of sleep nodes is increased. In comparison, the three compared
algorithms have similar performance results since they have
the common goal to recharge as more as possible sensors
which have low energy. This also leads to the curves of average
charging latency and the ratio of sleep nodes are similar.
In comparison, the three algorithms have similar performance
because that they all concern the recharging request threshold
and propose policies to reduce the number of sleep nodes.
Though the proposed CAERM has a similar performance
as compared with the other two algorithms, it outperforms
the other two algorithms in terms of —-the surveillance quality
(coverage). This occurs because that the goal of the proposed
CAERM takes into consideration the coverage contribution of
the sensors.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a mobile recharging algorithm, called
CAERM, which aims to recharge the sensors deployed in
a given monitoring area. The proposed CAERM considers
the coverage of each request sensor while constructing the
recharging path, aiming to maximize the surveillance quality
of the given networks. The proposed CAERM consists of three
phases: Coverage Contribution Evaluation, Path construction
and Recharging phases.

The first phase aims to select the sensors to be recharged
in the next round by calculating the coverage contribution of

each requested sensor. Herein, two algorithms are proposed
to evaluate the coverage contribution of each sensor, includ-
ing the S-RCB and CE-RCB. The S-RCB algorithm aims to
calculate the recharging benefit of each sensor. On the other
hand, the CE-RCB algorithm further considers the cost that a
sensor si inserted to the path will increase the waiting time and
enlarge the sleeping time of the subsequent sensors. In addition
to the calculation of coverage contribution, two sensors update
strategies, including single update (SU) and multiple-update
(MU), are used to determine the recharging sensors in the
next round.

The second phase, called Path Construction Phase, further
planes the recharging schedule of the selected sensors accord-
ing to the shortest path construction method. Finally, in the
Recharging Phase, the mobile charger performs the recharging
task of the first scheduled sensor along the recharging path
constructed in the second phase. Experimental studies show
that the proposed CAMERM outperforms existing schemes in
terms of coverage, coverage contribution, uncharged coverage
loss as well as cost effectiveness index.
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